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Q1: Why can't the smart watch successfully connect with my

mobile phone?

I. Download the GloryFit APP on the mobile phone.
1. Download method 1: Scan the APP QR code on the packaging box.

2. Download method 2: Search for GloryFit in the APP store to download.
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Part A. FOR IOS
1. Turn on GPS and Bluetooth.

2. Open GloryFit, click "Add New Device"-"Select Device" to pair the watch with
the phone.
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3. If you don't know the Bluetooth address of the watch, you can scroll down on the
home page of the watch and check it in the following way.

4. During the connection process, the interface of whether to allow pairing and
whether to receive mobile phone text messages pops up, select the pairing/allow
button.

5. Please confirm that the Bluetooth in the phone settings also shows that the
connection with the P32H is successful.

6. After the pairing is successful, the watch will display the Bluetooth icon, and the
phone software will display the power of the watch.
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Part B. FORANDRIOD
1．Turn on GPS and Bluetooth

2．Open GloryFit, click "Device"-"Select Device", enter the picture interface, and
pair the watch with the phone.
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3．If you don't know the Bluetooth address of the watch, you can scroll down on the
home page of the watch and check it in the following way.

4．After the pairing is successful, the watch will display the Bluetooth icon, and the
phone software will display the power of the watch.
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Q2: Why can't my smart watch receive push notifications?

Part A. FOR IOS
1. Confirm the Bluetooth connection between the watch and the mobile phone (the
watch displays the Bluetooth icon, and the mobile phone software displays the battery
level of the watch).

2. Confirm that the message push button is turned on.
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3. Confirm that GloryFit has permission to get notifications from the mobile phone.

4. Confirm that the message you need to receive can be displayed in the notification
bar, if not, please enable it in the phone settings.
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Part B. FORANDRIOD
1. Confirm the Bluetooth connection between the watch and the mobile phone (the
watch displays the Bluetooth icon, and the mobile phone software displays the battery
level of the watch).

2. Confirm that the message push button is turned on.
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3. Confirm that GloryFit has permission to get notifications from the mobile phone.
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4. Confirm that the message you need to receive can be displayed in the notification
bar, if not, please enable it in the phone settings.

II. If you still cannot receive the notification, please restart the watch.

If after completing the above operations, the watch still cannot receive push
notifications normally, it means that the authorization is unsuccessful and you need to
restart the watch to use it (you only need to restart it once, and you won’t need it in
the future).

Swipe down on the watch homepage to restart the smart watch.
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Q3: Why is the sensor on the back of the smart watch

scratched, just like a second-hand watch?

A: The surface of the watch sensor is sealed with a protective film to prevent bumps
during transportation from damaging the sensor of the watch. The scratches on the
protective film are not traces of the watch being used. You can choose whether to
remove the protective film by yourself.

The protective film of the watch sensor is as follows:


